Omnicell
Automated Medication Cabinets
Achieve Safer, More Efficient Workflow

**HOW CAN YOU BETTER MANAGE MEDICATIONS IN TODAY’S ENVIRONMENT?**

Omnicell understands your challenges, and we consistently deliver novel ways of addressing them. There are many reasons why 4 out of 5 business days another health care facility installs an Omnicell system.

- Clinician-preferred ease of use
- Durable, reliable hardware
- Lowest cost of ownership
- Regular software upgrades included with industry-leading service program
- Seamless integration with health care information systems
- Advanced security and diversion prevention
- Innovations that improve workflow and compliance

**Nurses are interrupted approximately once every 5 minutes.

Patient safety and quality of care are tied to nurse satisfaction.**

**Nearly $1 billion paid to hospitals in the next year will be based in part on patient satisfaction.**

“*We found that Omnicell’s advanced technology is unparalleled in the market. Omnicell’s interoperability, user-friendly interface and forward-thinking approach to medication management set them apart in our search.*”

*Jeff St. Clair, President and CEO
Springhill Medical Center*

**Highest KLAS Honors for 9 Consecutive Years**

**#1 Overall pharmacy automation equipment vendor (2013 – 2014)**

**Best in KLAS:**
- Automated Medication Dispensing Units: 2010–2014

**Category Leader:**
- Automated Medication Dispensing Units: 2006–2011®
Satisfied Nurses, Safer Patients

How are you complying with National Patient Safety Goal 03.04.01?⁶

Unlabeled medications pose a patient safety hazard and a Joint Commission compliance issue.

**Solution:** Omnicell offers a Medication Label Printer integrated within the automated dispensing cabinet (ADC), allowing nurses to print patient-specific labels during medication issue.

How often are your nurses interrupted while preparing for medication passes?

Interruptions during medication administration were cited as the top reasons for medication errors.⁷

**Solution:** Anywhere RN™ remote medication management software allows nurses to remotely manage medications in quieter areas with fewer distractions.

- 54% of nurses reported reduced interruptions in the medication administration process.⁸
- ADC medication removal time decreased 33%.⁹

How do you manage patient-specific medications?

Patient-specific items not stored in the ADC must be managed manually, increasing the risk of loss, diversion, missing doses, and other medication errors.

**Solution:** SinglePointe™ patient medication management software enables up to 100% of a patient’s medications to be managed via the ADC.

- Missing doses decreased 30%¹⁰
- Returns/credits decreased 80%¹⁰

How much time are nurses spending on narcotic countbacks?

Tedious narcotic counts at the ADC—and the inevitable recounts to resolve discrepancies—take time away from patients.

**Solution:** The OmniDispenser™ single-dose dispensing module secures medications in a separate location in the ADC and dispenses each dose individually, virtually eliminating the need for countbacks.
**Integration That Saves Time, Prevents Errors**

As part of the Unity enterprise platform, Omnicell automated medication dispensing systems share a single medication database. This integration helps to save time, simplify user account management, reduce errors, and minimize system maintenance and IT involvement.

**Interoperability**—Integration between the Omnicell automated dispensing cabinet and electronic health record (EHR) saves clinicians steps in medication workflow.

---

**Unity Enterprise Platform**

![Diagram of Unity Enterprise Platform]

---

**Leading Technology**

**Fits Enterprises of All Sizes**

The scalable, enterprise-class OmniCenter® server centrally manages your Omnicell medication and supply dispensing systems.

- Holds up to seven years of data
- Remote access from any PC connected to the hospital’s network
- Comprehensive array of reports for inventory and clinical management
- Supports multiple sites and multiple time zones — up to 1,000 cabinets on a single server
- Choice of physical or virtual platforms
- Employs the latest technology
- EHR Modular Certification supports meaningful use

---

5. This Category Leader award was discontinued in 2012 and combined with Best in KLAS.
6. Joint Commission 2013 Hospital National Patient Safety Goals (NPSE.03.04.01 relates to labeling medications).
9. Data collection from cabinet log file analysis.
Workflow

Work Smarter With Omnicell Cabinets

Select items for each patient via touch screen computer interface

Print patient-specific labels with integrated Medication Label Printer

Dispense each dose individually with OmniDispenser

Identify location of selected items with guiding lights

Have fast yet secure access with advanced Touch & Go™ biometric ID system

Confirm correct item with SafetyStock® bar code scanning

Secure unused medication in the external return bin

Keep refrigerated medications secure and monitor temperature with FlexLock

Omnicell One-Cell Cabinet With OmniDispenser Module

To learn more about Omnicell medication management systems, please contact your Omnicell representative or visit www.Omnicell.com.